Emergence of two novel recombinant porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome viruses 2 (lineage 3) in Southwestern China.
The lineage 3 of porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus 2 (PRRSV-2) was first reported in mainland China in 2010 and it has spread rapidly in recent years. Here, two novel lineage 3 strains of PRRSV-2 were isolated from diseased pigs in Southwestern China during 2017-2018, and were designated as GZgy17 and SCya18. The complete genomes of the two isolates were then determined, and sequence alignment revealed that GZgy17 had the same discontinuous 30-amino acid (aa) deletion in NSP2 as JXA1, while SCya18 contained the discontinuous 131-aa deletion in NSP2 identical to that of NADC30, when compared to the strain VR-2332. Notably, GZgy17 contained an additional 19-aa deletion in NSP2, and SCya18 had a unique 3-nt deletion in its 3'UTR. Homology and phylogenetic analysis showed that GZgy17 and SCya18 shared low nucleotide homology (91.2-92.0%) with QYYZ and were classified into a new cluster of lineage 3 strains based on ORF5 genotyping. Recombination analyses revealed that GZgy17 and SCya18 both originated from a SH/CH/2016-like (lineage 3) strain and had recombined with a JXA1-like (lineage 8) and a NADC30-like (lineage 1) strain, respectively. Furthermore, we compared the virulence of the two strains in 4-week-old piglets. The results showed that GZgy17 caused mortality rates of 20% and exhibited higher pathogenicity in piglets compared to SCya18. Our findings suggest that recombination might be responsible for the variations in pathogenicity of lineage 3 strains of PRRSV-2 and highlight the importance of surveillance of this lineage in China.